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Kuala Lumpur - Big Data Week is an
exhibition held annually at various places around
the globe and founded by Steward Townsend
and Andrew Gregson. It is a way on how the
community of data can connect with each other
through a locally hosted big data conferences
and events. The main purposes of Big Data
Week are to give exposure to the necessity of
database in industries and how data influences
the modernization of technologies in today’s
world. Many companies had come to share
information about big data and to promote their
latest inventions such as smart city and AI face
recognition to all visitors. Some companies like
FUSIONEX had explained the future of data like
how the concept of Internet of Things (IoT)
collects a explained the future of data like how
the concept of Internet of Things (IoT) collects all
data and connect them through a cloud for
display and to help produce the best decision for
an organization. In addition, some exhibitors also
can give some tips on how to survive in the data
world to students who came to the exhibition.

In addition, we visited MyTraffic City
Solution that does traffic analytics. The
procedures explained by the representative was
at first, information from the traffic will be
collected by the camera (CCTV) and send it to
the GPU server. Their GPU can process up to 30
cameras. The info that collected will be stored in
the database and the data in GPU will be erased
within 24 hours. From the video, they capture
vehicle type, how long the vehicle is, how long is
the queue at the traffic lights, traffic condition and
even the vehicle id (car plate recognition). From
the GPU server, the data processed and send to
Traffic light control centre then it will send the
instructions to traffic light.

TRENDS IN AI AND BIG DATA
Data is the “new oil”. We can no longer deny the fact that data has its own

value and is dominating the industry rapidly. Organizations that can discover the
answers to data challenges will be in a better place in terms of economy as they
can benefit more from the adaptation of digital technologies in today’s world. As
data governance begin to expand, demand for this sector will also rise. Data
engineers who have skills and experience with the tools like database can surely
take this as an advantage for them to grow further in the data society. You can also
expect to see demand for machine learning engineers accelerate. This is because
the same thing is happening with Artificial Intelligence (AI) where nowadays, we
can observe a major change in industry and public sector as the technologies of AI
and machine learning are widely being used in services, business, etc. Most
organizations are starting to invest more on AI-related projects as they believe AI
can increase the quality of product or services that can benefit them more. In fact,
data as a connector for the trade of information between companies is becoming a
serial model for many consumer services like Facebook, Amazon and Spotify

GROUP REFLECTION
We have gained a lot of things from the visit to Big Data Week exhibition at

Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre. From collecting information regarding our
course to receiving tips and motivation from all representatives of each company.
For us, all companies are trying their best to create and produce something that
could fit with the modernization of technologies that will never stop. From the visit,
we have learned that data engineering is a high demand sector because industries
nowadays are implying big data on their inventions. This made us realize that the
roles of data engineers in today's technology world are big as they have to design,
build, develop and manage an enormous amount of data for the program installed
to the system beside ensuring a big profit for the company.In addition, through this
visit, we managed to ask some companies about their opinion on a one-year
internship program. Surprisingly, all companies that we asked are open to accept
any students from this program. Big Data plays a big role in inventions such as
smart city and artificial intelligence. One of the companies there is Wise AI. This
company is an artificial intelligence company specializing in face recognition. We
were so excited when the exhibitor explained about a website they developed. The
website will scan your face then will give you one celebrity that has the same face
features as you. To build this kind of website or applications will have to involve a
lot of data stored and we were so amazed with how the website works. To sum up,
this AI and Big Data exhibition has inspired us a lot in becoming a better data
engineer so that we could contribute something in the future.

During the Big Data Week exhibition in
KLCC, a lot of companies had come to help
those who are in need of some information
regarding big data and how it works. The
usage of IoT and Cloud computing can be
seen used by some companies as a way to
enhance their systems such as smart city and
customer service. Upon going inside of the
hall, we first visited the AccelTeam which
over the past two decades has been helping
in enabling business related to data analytics.
Their mission is to help find solutions on how
their customers can move forward in their
business journey. AccelTeam’s services
including data-driven analytics solution,
enterprise data warehouse automation and
data preparation related solution, advanced
analytics on location intelligence and
automated machine learning related
solutions, big data analytics and converged
big data platform solutions.

The impact of this innovation is they can
optimize the traffic flow, reduce unnecessary
traffic jam. For example, they can identify how
long the green light should on at a junction so
they can customize it by time especially in peak
hour. My Traffic City Solution also can detect
human behaviour while driving and do face
recognition. So, they might be able to cooperate
with JPJ of the traffic police when they detected
the person who violate traffic rules. This is a new
technology in our country (in testing, but
considered developed completely). They are
going to install the pilot project at the northern
area. Task of Each Member

Sze Yuan Lee: Interview and record the
exhibitors
Muhammad Irfan: Take note of all
information given
Mohammad Safwan: Take pictures of the

Details of the Visit
No. Of students: 36 students
No. of lecturers: 2 lecturers (Dr. Aryati
and Dr. Iqbal)
Day(s) of visit: 1 day

Malaysian Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC)
We managed to have a visit at MDEC exhibition that elaborate certain things about our

2-University-2-Industry (2U2I) degree programme. We learned that 2U2I was initiated by MDEC in
cooperation with local universities around Malaysia. The main focus of this programme is to hire
students for internships by bringing in industry experts to join in the process of making the syllabus
so it could produce graduates that can meet the demand of the world industries. Besides, we also
were given some advice so we can gain more skills in programming. The advice includes enter
competition like hackathon, get a data engineering certificate for a better portfolio and jot down all
the info given by the lecturers and do a lot of research from the internet. We were also encouraged
not to only depend on what we learn in classes but instead try to develop our soft skills by joining
extra classes like Python course, big data and R programming. MDEC also introduced a platform
for us to learn more about data analytics and programming. By joining Datacamp, we can take free
programming courses for 45 days which can be so helpful for beginners.

Group photo with the exhibitors from
MYTRAFFIC….

Group photo with all students…

A speaker from FUSIONEX giving
explanation….

A speaker from AccelTeam giving
explanation…/

Group photo with one of the
representatives fromMDEC…


